An Electronic Systems Technician (EST) installs, upgrades, and services a wide variety of residential and commercial electronic systems including:

- Audio/Video Systems
- Computers
- Lighting
- Automation Controls
- Security
- Telecom
- Cable
- Satellite
- Green Technologies

An EST’s role is both high tech and hands on, and is ideal for someone who is tech savvy and likes to work with his or her hands.

**HIGH TECH CAREERS = HIGH DEMAND**

It’s no surprise that ESTs are in high demand in today’s technology-driven workforce. In fact, recent surveys indicate the average systems integration company expects to grow their staff by over 10% per year over the next few years.

*CEDIA Benchmarking Survey 2013

**ONE KNOWLEDGEBASE. LIMITLESS CAREER PATHS.**

Through online training or as a student at a technical school, ESPA certified EST’s build a foundation of knowledge that prepares them for a wide variety of industries and career paths. Unlike many careers, this same “basic training” can lead to several different employment destinations, all of which are dynamic and constantly evolving. There are also many exciting opportunities for advancement including project management, design, engineering & programming roles.


**FAST FACT:**

The average pay for an experienced EST is $44,000-$55,000 per year*.

**GET CERTIFIED**

The ESPA Certification is the first step to position you for a career as an EST. Plus, it’s the industry standard that tells employers you have the fundamental knowledge & skills to be effective on the job from day one.

Learn more now at www.espa.org
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